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No matter where you go, accommodation is always an important factor you should consider while
planning for a vacation. This particular component shares a large fraction of total vacation cost, and
itâ€™s therefore you must be choosy and thorough when getting a deal on a hotel room. Today, a
variety of hotel deals are available to choose from. However without pre-planning, good research
and thoughtful decisions, you canâ€™t get your best. Hereâ€™s what you should do to find a hotel deal that
suits your buying criteria.

â€¢ Plan your vacation well in advance. Prepare a detailed plan consisting your requirements and
budget. Note down you budget for hotel stay, and start searching accordingly. However, youâ€™re
advised to keep your budget a bit flexible, as increasing it a little more may give you a great hotel
deal. Also, book your package well ahead, because if you go with last minute booking, it may cost
you more, sometimes as more as 50%.

â€¢ Searching at the right place is important to find the right deal. And surfing the web is undoubtedly
the best option for it. Booking a hotel online can be done by two ways: either book it through hotelâ€™s
own website or get a deal through independent travel agency. If you book directly through the hotel,
ask about the package deal, promotions and special discounts for seniors, kids, students or military
personal, i.e. for the category you belong to. Get the whole detail of room availability and their prices
to analyze thoroughly.

â€¢ Getting a hotel deal through a travel agency is another good method. Today, an extending number
of travel agencies provide hotel deal at highly competitive prices. So just visit their websites, and
select a deal that perfectly matches your needs and budget.

â€¢ Since prices of deals vary from site to site, make a thorough research before finalizing anyone.
Visit some reliable travel sites, and compare them for what they offer in term of packages and price.
Doing this, you can choose a deal which is most reasonable to you. However, make sure you deal
with a reliable travel agency for your hotel booking.

â€¢ In case you stay at a hotel for more than a week, ask for weekly fare instead of charges per day.
Many travel sites offer good discounts or some gift coupons on such deals.

â€¢ Beware of hidden costs. Taxes, surcharges and incidental fees are some common expenses
which are added to oneâ€™s bill without any mention in detail or notice. It may cost you bit, even to a
surprising level sometimes. So when booking a hotel, ask for these hidden cost. Make it clear that
how much youâ€™ll have to pay the end of the stay. Even after if you find some unexpected charges
tacked on to your bill, you can refuse to pay it.
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enjoy pleasurable Shimla tour.
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